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Given the linear model b = AX--E, where x and E are Gauss distributed 
with covariance operators R, and R,, R, positive definite; then Eb(x)= 
R,A’(AR,A’+ R,)-’ b is the expectation of the conditional distribution of x 
relative to 6. This is well known for finite dimensions. This formula is generalized 
for xoE and EEF, where E is a real, separable Banach space and F is a real, 
normed vector space. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND THEOREMS 
Let (52, U, lP) be the basic probability space, i.e., D is a nonempty set, U 
is a o-field on 52 and P is a a-additive, normed (P(Q) = 1) measure on U. 
Some of the theorems presented in this paper are also valid, if the measure 
p is not normed. In this case (9, U, p) is called a measure space or finite 
measure space if ~(52) < co. (Q, U) is called a measurable space. Let E or 
(E, II.11 E) be a normed, real vector space. E’ is the topological dual, i.e., 
E’ := (f: E --, R ) flinear and continuous}, and BT, the a-field of Bore1 sets 
of E, i.e., the a-field generated by the open subsets of E. 
E is called separable, if there is a countable subset M c E, which is dense 
in E. In case F or (F, 11. )I F) is a real, normed vector space, too, L(E, F) is 
called the set of all continuous, linear operators from E to F. X’ E L(F’, E’) 
is the dual operator of XE L(E, F). 
IfEisreflexive,thenX”=X[l,p.479]; (.,.):ExE’+lRisdelinedby 
(x, a) := a(x) for all x E E and a E E’. A linear operator R E L(E’, E) is 
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called positive, if (Ra, a) 3 0 for all a E E’, and symmetric, if (Ra, h) = 
(Rb, a) for all a, b E E’. 
A finite measure p on !B3, is called Radon if 
p(E) = sup{ p(K) I K compact and K E E}. 
If (E, 23jE, p) is a finite measure space and E a separable Banach space, 
then p is Radon [2, p. 291. 
Let A E U. The function 1 A : Q + { 0, 1 > with 
lA(W) := 
1 if WEA 
o 
otherwise 
will be called indicator function of A. 
A function f: CJ + E is called U-simple, if A r, . . . . A, E U and xi , . . . . X, E E 
exist, such that f(o) = XI= 1 x, 1 A,(~) for all o E Q. 
Let (Q, U) and (a’, U’) be measurable spaces. A function f: .Q + 0’ will 
be called U - U-measurable, if f- ‘(A’) E U for all A’ E U’. Every U-simple 
function is U-V-measurable. Let (9, U) and (Q’, U’) be measurable 
spaces. A function K: Q x U’ + R is called kernel from Q to 52’, if 
(1) K( ., A’) is U - ‘&measurable for all A’ E U’: 
(2) K(o, . ) is a measure on U’ for all o E Sz. 
K is called Markovian if K(o, . ) is a probability (normed) measure for all 
OE 52. Let (Q, U, p) be a finite measure space. f: Q -+ E is called 
p-muasurable, if a sequence (f,), E N of simple functions exists, with f, +f 
p-almost everywhere, i.e.: 
{w 1 lim f,(w) #f(o)} E A for some A with p(A) = 0. 
n4m 
THEOREM 0. Let (Q U, p) be a finite measure space, E a real, separable 
Banach space. If a function f: Sz + E is U - %,-measurable, then it is 
p-measurable. On the contrary, every p-measurable function is p-almost- 
everywhere equal to some U - BE-measurable function. 
Prooj As shown in [3, p. 861 the U-BE-measurable is equivalent 
to the fact that for all a E E’ the function a(f( .)): Q -+ R is U - 2% 
measurable. The U-%-measurability of a function g: 52 + [w induces 
the p-measurability of g, because as shown in [4, pp. 60 II, Special 
Theorem 11.61 for every U-b-measurable function g there exists a 
sequence knLsN of U-simple functions, which converges pointwise to g. 
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Then the first part of the theorem follows from [S, p. 42, Pettis’s 
measurability theorem]. The second part follows from the fact that the 
limit of a convergent sequence of simple functions is U-BE- 
measurable. 1 
Let (52, U, p) be a measure space, (Q’, U’) a measurable space and 
T: Q + Q’ a U - U-measurable function. pr or TO p is defined by pLT(A) := 
,u( T-‘(a)) for all A E U and called image measure of p under T. 
In case (Sz, U, Ei’) is probability space, (Q’, U’, p,) is a probability space 
as well. Let again (Q, U, p) be a finite measure space, f: 52 -+ E 
p-measurable and Jn Ilf(o)llE d,~(o) < 00. Then the Bochner integral 
Jnf(m) C+(O) exists and is uniquely defined [S, pp. 44 ff 1. 
Let (Q, U, p) be a measure space, (Q’, U’) a measurable space, and K a 
kernel from Q to Q’. By v(A x A’) := jA K(x; A’) &(x) for all A E U and 
A’ E U’ a measure v on U 0 U’ is well defined, denoted by KQ p, or called 
the product of p and K. If ,D is a probability measure and K is Markovian, 
then K@ p is a probability measure on U @U’. 
Analogously to the case of real functions we define: 
L,(,u, E) := 
i 
f: Q + E measurable llfll g dp -C CO . 
Let (Sz, U, p) be a finite measure space, f: Q -+ E U - SE-measurable and 
v := Pi, A function h: E ’ --) @ is called the characteristic function of v; if 
h(u) = IEexp(i(x, a)) dv(x) for all UE E’, h is denoted as v^. For all 
TE L(E, F) we have GT(u) = I;(T’a) [6, p. 493. 
2. THE CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION AND ITS PROPERTIES 
DEFINITION 1. Let (Q, U, p) be a probability space, E a real Banach 
space, U’ a sub-a-field of U, and f E L,( P, E). g E L,( P, E) is called condi- 
tional expectation off relative to U’, if g is U’ - 23,-measurable and 
.r,. gdP=J,JdP for all A’ E U’. (1.0) 
The notation of g is lE(f I U’). 
Let (Q”, U”) be a measurable space and Y: 52 + Q” with U’ := Y-l(U”), 
then the notation of g is E(f I Y). 
LEMMA 2. The conditional expectation always exists and is uniquely 
defined, if E is separable [S, pp. 122 ff]. 
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LEMMA 3. Let (Qi, Ui) be measurable spaces for iE { 1,2, 3) with 
{mi}eUifor all ~~~52, and in {2,3). 
Let Z: Sz, + Q, be U, - II,-measurable and Z(Q,) = Q,. Let T: Q, + Sz, 
be Z-‘(U,) - II,-measurable and g: 52, + Q, be defined by g(y) := T(x) for 
any x E Z-I{ y}, then 
(3.0) T= goZ. 
(3.1) g is uniquely defined. 
(3.2) g is II, - U,-measurable. 
Proof (3.0) immediately follows from the definition. 
(3.1) Let y~S2*, XEZ-‘(y} and x’= TX, then T-‘{x’} z~ Z-‘( y}. 
Otherwise an A E& with Z-‘(A) c ZP1{y} would exist, from which 
follows that A = @ and furthermore T-‘{x’} = I;?. 
(3.2) Let A’EU,, then some A EZ~‘(U,) exists with T-‘(A’) =A, 
hence it follows that g-‘(A’) = Z( T-‘(A’)) = Z(A) E U,. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let (52, U, EJ’) be a probability space, (Q’, U’) a measurable 
space and E a real, separable Banach space. Let Z: Q -+ Q’ be U - U’- 
measurable and g: Q’ -+ E be U’ -23,-measurable. Then g E L,(P,, E), ij 
and only if goZE L,(P, E). In this case 
s 
goZdE=={ gdP, for all A’ E U’. 
z-‘(A,) A’ 
ProoJ: The properties of the Bochner integral include the validity 
of Lemma 4 for U-simple functions. The separability of E induces the 
existence of a sequence (g,),, N of U-simple functions, which converges 
pointwise P,-almost-everywhere to g. Therefore g,oZ converges to 
goZP-almost-everywhere. With [4, p. 951 it now follows that 
s 
Z-,(A,) llg-W~=j” IlgllEd~z for all A’ E II’. 
4 
From [S, pp. 44 ff ] the Bochner integrability of g and g 0 Z is equivalent 
and so the following is valid: 
s 
gdP,= lim 
s 
goZdP 
A’ n--rC.Z A’ 
for all A’ E U’. 1 
DEFINITION 5. Let (0, U, P) be a probability space, (CI’, U’) a 
measurable space, E a real, separable Banach space, f l L,( P, E) 
and Z: Q + a’ be II - U’-measurable. A U’ - SE-measurable function 
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g E L,( P,, E) is called factorized conditional expectation off relative to Z, 
if 
fdP for all A’E U’. (5.0) 
The notation of the set of all factorized conditional expectations of f 
relative to Z is lE"(f ). In case g is uniquely determined by (5.0) we say 
E"(f) is the factorized conditional expectation off relative to Z. 
THEOREM 6. Under the conditions of Definition 5 and the additional 
assumption that {CO’} E U’ for all o’ E Q’ and Z(Q) = 52’ we have 
lE"(f) exists and is uniquely determined. 
Proof This fact follows immediately from Lemmas 2, 3, and 4. i 
DEFINITION 7. Let (52, U, P) be a probability space, E a real, separable 
Banach space, f E L,( P, E), and p := Pf. p is called Gaussian, if an f. E E 
and a positive, symmetric operator RE L(E’, E) exist, such that the 
function h: E’ + @ with 
h(a) :=exp(i(fo,a>)exp(-(Ra,a)/2) for all aE E’ 
is the characteristic function of the probability measure ~1. f. = SE x du(x) is 
called the expectation of CL. R, uniquely determined with ,u, is called 
Gaussian covariance operator of p. If f. = 0 we call ~1 Gaussian symmetric. 
THEOREM AND DEFINITION 8. Let E be a Banach space and R E L(E’, E) 
positive and symmetric; then a Hilbert space H and a operator TE L(H, E) 
exist with R := TT’. In case R is Gaussian we call T Gauss-Radontfying. 
Proof [3, pp. 101 ff]. 1 
THEOREM 9. Let E be a real Banach space, R a Gaussian covariance 
operator. Let R E L(E’, E) be a positive and symmetric operator such that 
(i?a, a > < ( Ra, a > for all a E E’. Then ii is a Gaussian covariance operator, 
too. 
Proof [3, p. 115 or 6, p. 661. 1 
LEMMA 10. Let E, F be real, separable Banach spaces, H a Hilbert 
space, and let T: H + E be Gauss-Radontfying and R := TT’. Let Z: E + F 
be linear, such that XX’ with X := ZT is bijective. Let G: F+ E with G := 
TX’(XX’)-’ and R: E’ -+ E with R := (I- GZ)R (I= Identity). Then R is a 
Gaussian covariance operator. 
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Proof: Let P,: H -+ H with P, :=I-X’(XX’))‘X, then P,=P$= 
Pi.. Thus Px is a orthogonal projection. Therefore 
(ka, b) = ((I- GZ) Ra, 6) 
= ((I- TX’(XYel Z) Ra, b) 
= (T(Z-X’(XX’)-’ X) T’a, b) 
= (TP,YT’a, b) 
= (P,T’a, P,T’b) for all a, b E E’. 
Symmetry and positivity are now easily seen. Further, we have 
1 
(Ra, a> = llP,yT’42 
6 IIPxl12 II T’all’ 
= IIT’all’ 
= (Ra,a) for all a E E’. 
The proposition follows with Theorem 9. i 
THEOREM 11. Let (52, U, p) be a probability space, E a real, separable 
Banach space, F a real, normed vector space, and H a Hilbert space. Let 
T E L( H, E) be Gauss-Radonifying, f E L,( P, E), and p := pf be Gaussian 
symmetric with covariance operator R := TT’. Let the function Z: E -+ F 
be linear and XX’ with X := ZT be bijective, further 2 :=Zof. Then: 
E'(f) = G := TX’(XX’)-‘. 
Proof (Fig. 1). Since (E, B,, p) is a probability space, it is sufficient to 
show that: 
With Definition 5 the proposition follows immediately. 
X:=ZT 
FIGURE 1. 
CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION AS ESTIMATOR 
We proceed in five steps: 
(1) Let the function KT : E’ -+ @ be defined by: 
(*) K;(a) := exp(i(Gy, a)) exp( - ((I - GZ) Ra, a)/2) for all 
a E E’, y E F. With Lemma 10 it follows, that KY is the charac- 
teristic function of a Gaussian measure K,.: 23, -+ [0, l] with 
jE Z dK,” = Gy for all y E F. Furthermore, let: 
K: Fx2SE+ [O, 1) 
with K(y;A):=K,.(A)for allyEF,AE2JjE. 
K( y; .) is a probability measure on 8, for every y E F. With 
K(y; A)“-‘K(O; A - Gy) 
= I 1 A ~ G.~(x) KKt dx) E 
= 5 1,(x + Gy) K(0; dx) E 
for all A E!XJ~. The 233,- BoMeasurability follows with [7, 
p. 651. Then K is a Markovian kernel from F to E. 
(2) Let y E F be arbitrary, but having a fixed value in the following 
and P: E+E with P:=Z-GZ, then Px=x for all xEKerZ and ZPx= 
2x - ZGZx = 0 for all XE E. Thus Ker Z = Im P. Because of P* = P, P is 
a projection from E onto Ker Z. With g := P + Gy it follows: 
g%V(o) = exp(i(Gy, a)) P2p(a) and 
P%&z) = Ky(P’a) 
= exp(i( PGy, a)) exp( - (PRP’a, a)/2) 
= exp( - (PRP’a, a)/2) 
= exp( - (PRa, a)/2) and at last 
g%Ja) = K>(a) for all a E E’. 
With [8, p. 733 we finally have: 
(**) go lu,= K,., 
(3) Let v: 23,-t CO, l] with v(A) := r(A x F) for all A g2SE and with 
z := K@pz. v is a probability measure on ST, and with (**) we have for 
all A E!.B~: 
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(4) It remains to show that p = $1. With [S, p. 731 it is sufficient to 
prove that @(a) = 3(a) for all a E E’. For all q E E’ we have 
e(a)=SL.exp(I(~, a)) dv(x) 
(3) 
= 
ss 
exp(i(x, 4) K(Y; W OPT 
F E 
‘2 Fexp(i(gy,a))exp(-<(z-GZ)Ra,a)/2)d~z(y) 
s 
LemzalOexp(-(P,T’a, P,T’a)/2)jFexp(i(y, G’a))dpz 
= exp( - (P, T’a, P, T’a)/2) b( (GZ)’ a) 
= exp( - (P, T’a, PxT’a)/2) exp( - ((I- PX) T’a, (I- PX) T’a)/2) 
=exp( -(Ra, a)/2) 
=/i(a). 
(5) Finally we have 
j 
A 
Wzgj j xW;dx)dpz(y) 
A E 
(3) 
= 
i 
x d$x, Y) 
EXX 
(3) 
= 
s 
x dT(x, Y) 
Z-‘(A)x A 
(3) 
= 
s 
x d+, Y) 
Z-‘(A)rF 
(3) = 
s 
x dv(x) 
Z-‘(A) 
x&(x) 
= s I& for all A E 8,. 1 Z-‘(A) 
This is the central theorem. The next theorem describes a special applica- 
tion of the conditional expectation used as a statistical estimator. It is a 
generalization of [9, p. 63; 10, pp. 371-3851 for infinite dimensional, real, 
separable Banach spaces. A further generalization is not useful, because 
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Radon measures on general real Banach spaces are always concentrated on 
a separable subset [s.a.]. The properties of probability measures which are 
not Radon are not strong enough for this investigation. Nevertheless in 
some cases the formulas of Theorems 11 and 12 also work for the so-called 
cylindrical measures [6, pp. 49 ff ] (Fig. 2). 
LEMMA 12. Let (~2, U, p) be a probability space, B, and B, be real, 
separable Banach spaces and H a Hilbert space. Let YE L,([Fp, B,) and 
f~ L,(P, B,), so that P ,, and pf are Gaussian, symmetric with covariance 
operators R, and Rp. Let T,: H + B, and Tf: H 4 B, be the Gauss- 
Radonfying operators of R y and Rf , Z,: B, + B, linear, 2: !2 + B, with 
~:=Z,of+Yand~:=Z,~T~. Then: 
E’(f)= Tf?‘(z@‘+ R,)-‘, if ($2’ + R ,,) - ’ exists. 
Proof Let 
E := B, x B, 
F:=B, 
T:= 
f:= (j; Y)’ 
z := (Z,, I) 
X := ZT. 
(I = Identity) 
Then E and F are real, separable Banach spaces, T: H + E is Gauss- 
Radonifying [6, p. 221 with covariance operator R := TT’= :E’+E 
H 01 x E2 
ZQ 
9 i= 2,~ T? 
Z:=(Z,.I) 
FIGURE 2. 
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(The notation is analogous to [3, pp. 75 ff]), JEL,(P, E) and Z: E-+ F 
is linear (in this notation Z(f) = (Z,,L)(fO, Y)‘= Z,fO +,Y). XX’ = 
(ZT)(ZT)‘=(Z,Tf, T,)((Z,Tf)‘, T;)‘=(X, T,)(P, T’y)‘=(XX’+R,) is 
invertible. The assumptions of Theorem 11 are valid and thus: 
=(T,‘P, R,)(2P+Ry)-’ 
=(T~~‘(~~l+R.)~‘,R~(~~‘+R.)-l). 
For practical application only the first component is of interest: 
@(f) = TpP(.w’ + R,)-1. 1 
3. THE CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION COMPARED 
TO THE GENERALIZED LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATOR (GLSE) 
The next definition is a generalization of the “generalized least square 
estimator” (GLSE) of Aitken [ll]. Theorem 15 shows the relation 
between GLSE and factorised conditional expectation (see Fig. 3). 
DEFINITION 13. Let (Q, II, P) be a probability space, II, and B, real, 
separable Banach spaces,fEL,(P, B,), and YEL,(P, B,): 
8: B, --+ B, be linear and injective, 
T,: H -+ B2 Gauss-Radonifying and R := T,T$ bijective, Y is 
Gaussian symmetric with covariance operator R, and 
z:Q-+B, with 2:=x?+ Y. 
Then we call [E&r: B, -+ B2 with E&s,(~) := (f’Rp’f)-’ J?R-’ the 
“generalised least square estimator” (GLSE) off relative to Z (if it exists). 
FIGURE 3 
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LEMMA 14. Let E and F be real, separable Banach spaces, X: E + F 
linear and Y: F + E linear, such that (XY)-’ exists and is bounded. Further- 
more, it is assumed that a k < 0 exists, such that no eigenvalue of YX lies in 
[k, O[. Then: 
lim X(YX+EZ)-‘b=(XY)-‘Xb for all bgE. 
E-O+ 
ProoJ: ( YX+ EZ) -’ exists for all -E E [k, O[, since no eigenvalue of YX 
lies in [k, O[. Let --E E [k, O[, b E E and b(E) := (YX+ &I)-’ b, then: 
(AT-‘Xb=(XY)-‘X(YX+EZ) b(E) 
= (XY) -’ XYXb(c) + E(XY) - ’ Xb(&) 
= (I+ c(XY)-‘) X6(&) 
=(Z+&(XY)-‘)X(YX+&Z)-‘b. 
Thus: 
lim X(YX+&Z)-‘b 
&-a+ 
=,by+ (Z+&(XY)-‘)-I (A-Y)-’ Xb for all b E E, 
and with 
lim (Z+E(XY)-~)-’ 
E-o+ 
= lim f E~((XY)-‘)~= Z the proposition follows. 1 
&-of i=o 
THEOREM 15. Let E be a Banach space, H a Hilbert space, X: H -+ E 
linear, and RE L(E, E’) positive, symmetric, and invertible. (X’R-‘X)-l 
exists and is continuous. Then: 
lim X’(XX’+a’R)-‘ y=(X’R-‘X)-‘X’R-‘y 
0-O 
for all y E E. 
ProoJ: 
lim X’(XJ? + CT’R)~’ y 
0-O 
=,&l+ X’(XX’+&R)-’ y 
=Ety+ X’(R-‘XX’+EZ)-’ R-‘y 
Lemz I4 (X’R - lx) - 1 XtR- ly for all y E E. 1 
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4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. We use the same assumptions as in Theorem 11, E := H 
and F := R”. R is bijective, so that, since R is self-adjoint, bounded, and 
injective, an orthonormal basis (e,),, N of eigenvectors of the operator R 
exists. ii is the eigenvalue of ei: 
i, 0 0 . . 
0 IL2 0 . . 
D:= 0 0 A3 0 . 
is the matrix of R with an 
infinite number of rows and columns; 
. . 
Then 
Zl(el) Z,(e2) ... 
is the matric of Z. 
.&de,) -Uez) ... 
@(f) = DZ’(ZDZ’) ~ ’ 
Z,(ei) Z,(ei) . . .  z,(e,) z,(ei) - I  
ZAei) Zl(ei) .  .  .  Z2(ei) Z,,(Ej) 
Z,(e,) Z,(e,) . : .  Z,(e,) -Ue,) 
THEOREM 16. Let H:= (h~L,[O,27~]1jhdA=O}, CIE [O,l), cp,: 
[0, 27~1’ + [w + be positive and symmetric, and suppose a k E [w + exists with 
ja,k t)d<=kf b ora x~[O,2z]. T,:H-+Hisdefinedby (T,h,,h,):= 
Jj (P~(x, y)(hl(x) - hl(y)Mx) - h(y)) dx dy. Then: 
(1) T,h(x)=jIl/,(x, y)h(y)dyforalZx~[O,2n] with 
I//,(x, Y) := -2vmk Y)+G,(Y$P,(x, t)+(~,(t, Y))& 
for all x, yE [0,27c]. 
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Further let (pz(x, y) := (1-21~ cos(x - y) + ct*))’ for all x, y E [0,2x]; 
then: 
(2)(i) T, is positive, symmetric, and bijective. 
(ii) (cos(n.)),.. is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of the 
operator T, with eigenvalues 1, = 274 1 - a”)( 1 - LX*)-‘. 
(iii) T: H+ H with T:=lim,,, T;’ exists and is uniquely defined. 
(cosb.), sin(n.) is an orghogonal basis of eigenvectors of 
the operator T with eigenvalues 2, = (xn))‘. T is Gauss- 
Radontfying. 
Proof. (1) We only have to show uniqueness of the solution, which is 
a consequence of the Riesz representation theorem. 
(2)(i) Positivity and symmetry are consequences of the definition. 
Bijectivity will be shown with (ii). 
(ii) 
T,(cos(n .))(x) 
= s +& Y) cos(v) 4 
=2 ~~,(Y)~(cP.(c,~)+(P,(~,Y))~~co~(~?;)~Y 
( 
- 5 (P&, Y) cos(ny) dy 1 
= 2 1 (cos(nx) - cos(ny)( 1 - 2a cos(x - y) + a*)-l dy 
= cos(nx) 24 1 - a”)( 1 - x2)--l. 
The last equality is taken from [Bronstein and Semendjajew, 
Taschenbuch der Mathematik, Vol. 20, ed., p. 120, Nr. 251. 
The calculation of sines is analoguous. 
(iii) Existence and uniqueness are consequences of the theorem of 
Banach and Steinhaus and the completeness of L(H, H). The 
second proposition follows with lim, _ , (1 - a”)( 1 - a*)-’ = 
n/2, in which we have shown that T is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator and thereby Gauss-Radonifying. i 
The operator Tin Theorem 16 defines a Gauss distribution on a Hilbert 
space H. Of course there are lots of other possibilities, but they will only 
differ in the definition of the weighting function (P=. (Notice that neither 
T;’ for a # 1 is Gauss-Radonifying nor that the integration for c1= 1 is 
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possible in the proof of (ii).) This special cpX is a useful weighting function, 
because the defined probability measure is concentrated on the subspace of 
continuous, periodic functions. 
The next example, which is an application of Theorem 12, combines 
Example 1 and Theorem 16. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 16 be valid and further: 
B, := L, [O, 2x1, B, := R”, R ,, := T, T, := a2E (E = n-dimensional unit 
matrix), c ~0, Tf is defined as the operator T in Theorem 12 and 
Z,: B, + B, with Z,(f) := (f(r !), f( tz), . . . . f(t,)) and fi E [O, 2121, then: 
E”(p) always exists and 
Z,(eJ Z,(e,) .:. z,(ei) ZdeJ 1 i 
with ,& = Azi + , = l/(~‘i’), Z,(e,,) = cos(it,) and Z,(e,,+ ,) = sin(it,). 
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